
NordLayer use cases in practice

IT managers share: NordLayer solution — element of success

Modern businesses of different sizes and industries have one uniting challenge — how to secure and 

enable cloud-based infrastructure, remote teams, and sensitive data. 

“Remote network 

access security 

solution takes 

distance to the 

company’s 

advantage, making it 

flexible and adaptable 

to any situation and 

work model.”

“With NordLayer, you 

don’t have to care 

how often your team 

scales. No extra 

network security 

technical integrations 

are required when a 

company expands.”

“Configuration was 

within 20 minutes — 

blocked public access 

and changed the IP 

address. It was as 

easy as it sounds.”

“Activation of member 

invites has an inquiry 

95% non-return rate 

as instructions and 

setup is clear and 

direct.”

“Admins create 

teams, so one user 

does not have access 

to all IPs at once or by 

mistake connect to a 

job non-relevant 

resource.”

“With NordLayer, 

we’ve reduced the 

risk of disruption to 

the business or 

access if we lose the 

connection to the 

office.”

“VPN protocol proved 

speed endurance 

despite an actual 

distance how close or 

far away the 

employees were from 

a requested server.”

Email marketing & 

automatization

Global team 

expansion

Fast company 

scale-up

Data analytics & 

representation

Reduce of IT 

manager’s workload 

Big data & business 

intelligence

Security-infra 

simplification

E-commerce for SaaS

Team segmentation 

for third parties

Outsourcing & 

automation

Elimination of office 

dependence

Advertising & 

marketing intelligence

Enablement of 

traveling teams

Web scraping & proxy 

solutions

https://nordlayer.com/blog/cloud-security-made-omnisend-team-us-expansion-safe/
https://nordlayer.com/blog/case-study-how-a-dedicated-ip-helped-whatagraph-scale-seamlessly/
https://nordlayer.com/blog/case-study-datawalk/
https://nordlayer.com/blog/how-simplified-security-matched-lean-fastspring-culture/
https://nordlayer.com/blog/teams-segmentation-of-nordlayer-and-invisible-technologies/
https://nordlayer.com/blog/how-did-unbounce-achieve-its-fully-remote-security-strategy/
https://nordlayer.com/blog/oxylabs-case-study/
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